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See What You’ve Been Missing

Q-Close QC™



 Audits to any type of mortgage loan file, including conforming and non-conforming loans, FHA, VA, 
 HELOCs,  reverse mortgages, and more.
 
 A complete re-underwriting of all loan documentation, including:

  Review of DU findings versus actual loan file documentation

  Verification that qualifying credit report and credit documentation meet applicable guidelines

  Validation that the appraisal for the property meets eligibility and value support

  Review of title

  Verification of the presence of a mortgage insurance certificate and purchase contract, if applicable

  Review of the HUD-1 settlement statement

  Recalculation of income, debt, and assets 

 Full RESPA and compliance reviews to ensure adherence to all federal and state guidelines, consumer-based  
 statutory requirements, LQI tasks and all applicable lending guidelines.
    
 Quality control audits that exceed the requirements of Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, VA, FHA and the Federal 
 Home Loan Banks.

 Thorough fraud review, utilizing both proprietary Aklero technology and external third party resources to  
 validate possible misrepresentation, including: 

  Documentation of any red flags, such as loan purpose, non-arms length transaction, straw borrower or flips

  Identification of any possible occupancy or employment/income misrepresentations

  Accounting for any possible identity misrepresentation      

™Aklero’s Q-Close QC     audit service provides 
   everything you expect —  and much more.

Loan quality audits have become more important than ever.  Increased oversight by regulatory agencies and warehouse 
lending organizations has led to greater repurchase requests and the need for stronger risk management procedures.  
What had once been a “quantity” driven business is now, as it should be, a “quality” driven industry.  

The good news is that post-closing quality control audits now provide an invaluable opportunity to improve the 
profitability of your business and reduce your exposure to risk.  Unlike traditional quality control checks which offer 
limited information in a static PDF or Excel format, lenders today can get invaluable insight into business operations 
through these control checks.  Q-Close QC™ empowers lenders with actionable information from each audit performed, 
which can  enable positive changes in their organization.  More than just an audit of underwriting, compliance and fraud, 
these post-close reviews can now truly shed light on what went wrong, why it happened, and when it occurred.

How?  It’s all possible with the right mortgage quality control service.  Through a combination of seasoned QC experts 
and a state-of-the-art technology platform, Aklero empowers lenders nationwide with valuable loan level deficiency 
detection, risk analytics and business intelligence through every quality control check. 

After all, when it comes to QC, what you can see is what makes all the difference – and the more loans we QC, the more 
you’ll see about your business.

What can you see from your QC?



Risk Analytics & Business Intelligence at Your Fingertips

It's one thing to find a problem in your loan file. It’s another thing to understand how it got there,  
and to stop it from happening again. From the treasure trove of data gathered, Q-Close provides 
a level of sophisticated reporting, risk analytics and business trends that no other technology or 
service can match. Q-Close reveals not only where the errors came from, but who made 
them, where they occurred most frequently, and with which products—so you can 
prevent future recurrence of the same problems. And not just during your 
regular monthly audits—Q-Close can also be extended to help lenders 
with real-time pre-closing and post-close deficiency identification 
and analysis reviews prior to shipping.

Automated loan leve l  document def ic iency 
detection for more than 650 data elements,  
including a review of signature anomalies. 

Automatic comparison of data contained on loan 
docs to LOS data—Aklero is the only mortgage QC 
provider that offers this critical validation tool.

QC results dynamically linked to electronic loan files
— no need to look elsewhere for loan images or 
data to understand the specifics of the issue.

On-demand summary reporting using key data 
collected from within each file.  

Comprehensive trend analys is and business 
intelligence reporting. 

A service level guarantee to provide QC results within 30 days of receipt of loan files.

QC results provided on Aklero’s Q-Close web portal for easy-to-view pipelines that can be 
quickly sorted and managed.
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Witness why lenders nationwide are choosing Q-Close QC. 

This is how Aklero’s Q-Close QC platform and process works:

Find
Upon receipt of your loan documents, the Q-Close QC platform electronically classifies them, extracts over 650 
key data elements, and using sophisticated forensic rules verifies the data’s accuracy and compliance, as well as 
consistency with the LOS data feed and other data elements contained on key documents. All findings are then 
reviewed by one of Aklero’s experienced Loan Quality Auditors. The loan then undergoes a comprehensive audit 
for credit, compliance and fraud. The results of the quality control check are then posted on the Q-Close platform, 
which is accessible to your authorized users. Results are displayed in an easy-to-use, sortable pipeline format with 
severity rankings. 

Evaluate
Using the Q-Close online platform, QC results are dynamically linked to their respective electronic loan files, 
putting loan information just one mouse click away from details regarding the issue in question. The auditors’ 
comments are easily linked to severity rankings and there’s no need to sort through hundreds of pages of 
paperwork to understand the nature of a concern, making issues easy to review and analyze. Q-Close 
magnifies the details surrounding what exactly happened with each loan file. 

Fix
Unlike traditional, static quality control reports, the Q-Close online platform delivers a multi-dimensional review 
that provides real information you can use to take action. Identify trouble areas, such as whether a particular 
branch is having recurring RESPA issues, or whether a particular underwriter requires additional oversight.  
Additionally, Q-Close has an integrated workflow and tracking function that enables authorized users to fix 
or replace any missing or incorrect information relative to the integrity of the audit.  As you address the issues, 
your loan file quality results will go up and your enterprise risk will go down.

Contact us today and see the difference.

1-888-837-9066  
Info@Aklero.com  
www.Aklero.com

Aklero’s Q-Close QC™ loan quality and risk analytics service drills deeper into loan files than any other solution on the 

market. We go further than all others by analyzing your loan data and identifying trends—so you can see the root cause of 

issues and fix them once and for all. Far more than a post-funding audit tool, the Q-Close platform gives you unique 

resources to bring better quality and reduced risk to your overall operations.

The Q-Close QC Audit Advantage
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